22nd January 2021

Welcome back to Grange’s newsletter – the first for 2021. We have had a really interesting start to the year, from
lateral flow testing for secondary pupils and staff, to looking at ways to improve home learning. I can assure
you that we are still doing remarkable learning at Grange, as you will see in this week’s newsletter. For pupils at
home we are sharpening our offer of remote learning and you would have received lots of information about
Evidence Me etc. This is such an exciting way for us to communicate with you, to support learning and to track
progress. Please continue to contact the school if you need support with this platform. Miss Assink

Cedar and Sycamore News
Remotely, Kelsey, April and Josiah and Jess said they would
all like to join in the lessons remotely each morning!
Mrs Coles explained the new shared time table to everyone.
She has mastered the technology so we could all see the
timetable!
Everyone will be working together in the mornings for English,
maths and science.
We all listened carefully to how we are going to use the
Technology to access take part in the lessons; e.g. how to ask a question and how to type a message, attaching
emails etc. Pupils at home then practiced their new skills! So exciting, we look forward to seeing you all next week!
Kelsey – I have been out walking the dog for exercise during lockdown
April – I have been out for walks and doing some jobs around the house, I am looking forward to seeing everyone in
the virtual lessons next week
Josiah- I was speaking to my friends in the class on the video chat.
Jessica – I haven’t been doing much, it’s been a bit boring at home, although I do have a home office and I am
doing homework, I am looking forward to being part of the lessons next week, it’s nice to see everyone
Ben – I asked my friends what they have been doing at home using the online platform.
Demaris – I don’t like being on camera but it’s good to hear the others at home joining in lessons.
Tommy – I helped a lot with the ICT problems to help set up the meeting and keep it running smoothly.
RJ-It was good to see people; I don’t know how it will work in lessons but online learning may be great!

Elm and Maple News

In our class bubble, we have been
working so hard over the last couple of
weeks. In English, we have been
looking at traditional tales, mainly
focused on Red Riding Hood and
Goldilocks. We have explored a crime
scene and created WANTED posters
for the suspect. In maths, we have
been learning to tell them time, it is
quite tricky but we are making
progress every lesson! In topic, we
have been looking at George’s
Marvellous Medicine, we have made
our own medicine for Grandma and looked at the
dangers of medicines and chemicals around our houses.
Yesterday, we completed an experiment looking at
germs and the importance of washing our hands. It was
pretty gross to see all the germs on our hands under the
blue light.
Today, we had our first zoom with
the home learners. We asked
everyone to bring along a piece of
work they are proud of! We saw
some fantastic work!
Learners in school:
Ollie: I’m proud of my Wanted
poster, I worked really hard on my
own.
Skye: I’m proud of my maths, doing
the times and making it correct and
getting good at it.
Saira: I’m proud of my WANTED
poster because it has lots of details

and it’s colourful.
Chibunna: I’m proud of
doing my science, about
the dangers of George’s
marvellous medicine. It is
very dangerous for children
to eat it.
Baron: I’m proud of my
maths, clocks. I was off
poorly for a couple of days
but still did my work right!
Keith: I’m proud of getting to the top (of the behaviour
chart) and getting started on my work without asking for
help.
Adam: I’m of my maths because I’m getting really good
at it (the time).
Kyle: I’m proud of my writing because it’s getting better.
Home learners:
Kieran: Kieran baked some
delicious cookies and wrote the
recipe for us so we can re-create
them at school! Naomi and Lucas
have been working so hard at home
and have been submitting lots of
work.
Lucas: I have been drawing train
tracks (Lucas told us all the stops on
the slow train to London – very
impressive)
Kieran: I am proud of my cookies!

Acer Class News
In Acer Class, we have been having some
Zoom lessons with our friends at home. It was
great to see all of them! We have been
learning about Space in Topic. We have
ordered the planets in the solar system and
learnt facts about the Sun.
Lolu: I live on planet Earth.
Oliver: The solar system is Mercury, Venus,
Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and
Neptune. The Sun is at the centre of the solar
system.
Josh: The Sun comes out in the day.
Allen: The Sun is half way through its life.
Max: It gives us heat.
Ben: Ben has found a book about Space at home. He used it to find facts about the Sun.
The Sun is a star. It is more than a million times bigger than the Earth.
Harry:

Oak Class News
This week for our Story start we have been doing We’re
Going on a Bear Hunt. We did some really cool sensory
explorations using our new talk buttons. We loved
retelling the story, making a giant bear cave den. We
also made Rocky Road which looked like the squelchy
mud – but tasted delicious!
Aishah: We’re going on a bear hunt; we’re going to
catch a big one. What a beautiful day, we’re not
sacred. Uh-oh! We go through the grass, the river, the
mud, the snow, the forest, then the cave. Tip-toe tiptoe… what’s that? One shiny wet nose, two big furry
ears, two big googly eyes… It’s a BEAR! Quick back through the cave, tip toe tip toe, back
through snow storm, woooo wooooooo. Back thought the forest - stumble trip stumble trip,
back through the mud squelch, squelch, back to the river and dive in! Splish splosh, splish splosh. Back through the
grass swishy swashy and we have to go home. We say “We’re not going on a Bear hunt again!”.
Toby: We go uh-oh! Big swishy grass.
Amelia: It is a very good story, one of my favourites. We walked in squelchy mud and touched soft swishy grass.
Jeffrey: I think there is a bear in the cave. We use the buttons to record our
sounds.
Ryan: I like the tip-toe, tip-toe in the cave then ahhhhh there’s a bear!
Noah: I like the splishy-sploshy water, it’s like what we have in our water tray in
Oak Class.
Home learner of the week: Cody
Cody has been working hard and submitting pictures of his home learning. Miss
Sheehan is very proud of what he has achieved.

Beech Class News
We are making sure we get regular exercise at break times and in PE. At break we
are spending our time playing Netball and Football. In PE we start with the Grange
Mile and then we do some stretches. Mr Kilkoyne has set us some challenging
Circuits to complete – Including squats, high knees, star jumps, lunges and shuttle
runs. We have also played football and basketball.
Oumar: In PE I have enjoyed playing football and basketball with Mr Holmes, Allan,
Kade, Logan, Tamsin and Grigoriy. I like completing the Grange Mile – it is fantastic.
We get to run around the playground for 10 minutes. At break time we go outside
for exercise. I like to play football with Allan and Kade.
Kade: Part of my school work is to do PE with my class. In PE I have completed the
Grange Mile, took part in doing Circuits and played football. I like to play football
at break time. We play ‘one touch, one bounce’ and I really enjoy it.
Grigoriy: I like running the Grange Mile because I can run fast around the playground. In PE I played netball with
Ms Charnock and Tamsin. We took turns to shoot goals through the netball hoop. I
scored 4 goals.
Tamsin: In PE I have enjoyed playing Netball because it is great fun and I am getting
better at scoring goals. It is great practise. I like doing Circuits and the Grange Mile
with everyone in my class. It is amazing because it helps us keep fit. Something I have
found difficult is doing High Knees in Circuits. I am trying to get up to 100. The first time I
did it I got to 70 and the second time I got to 72. I am trying really hard and getting
better every week.
Allan: I like playing football in PE and at break time. I like to exercise a lot. In Circuits I
find doing shuttle runs the hardest because we have to keep sprinting for one minute.
Logan: I miss playing Foxes and Chickens in PE as it is my favourite PE activity. We start
our PE lessons with the Grange Mile which I find really challenging. I like doing the
Circuits. I can do lots of star jumps and squats.

Ash Class News
This week Ash class have been working on
communication and role playing. For communication
we have been having video calls with our friends at
home.
Lucy: I spoke to Carter on the video. Hello Carter! I
was a teacher for the Barbie dolls. They were
watching me do Bucket.
Olivia: Olivia liked seeing herself on our interactive
whiteboard.
Carter (at home): Hello friends. Carter read us the story
‘The uck in the Truck’.

Hazel Class News
This week Hazel class
have been working very
hard both at home and
in school. They are all
very proud of their
artwork and bridge
building. Those at
home have sent in
pictures of their bridges,
horticulture lessons,
food technology research and some wonderful science
work too. We are consolidating our learning of times
tables and working maths.
Abiah At home enjoyed building a lego bridge, and
tested it for strength. She has worked hard clearing the
winter weeds from the garden for horticulture.
Kieran: Kieran really enjoyed doing some cleaning
around the house as part of his life skill lessons
Bella: This week I have learnt about bridges and how
they are made. I built a model of one, it was fun to do.
Rebecca: Has been working hard on her maths and

practicing her ICT
skills while working
from home.
Ethan: Has enjoyed
doing maths on line
at home.
Taylon: I enjoyed
Art, I coloured a
picture in the style of
Chila Burman. I did
two different pictures
Anna I have enjoyed Art because I got to colour myself
in and Miss Rowely helped me find the Hunger Games
mockingbird logo from Katthis Everdeen to use.
Dawid: I enjoyed Art because I could use random
colours. It was a self-portrait.
Callum: This week I learned about Chila Burman and I like
the piece of work I have done.
Kirsty: I enjoyed doing art because I liked my picture
because it has rainbow colours.

Palm Class News
In Palm class we have been
working extremely hard in
lots of different subjects, we
have upskilled ourselves on
our safety both inside and
outside of the home.
We have labelled seeds for
horticulture, tried drawing a
shell for art, learnt how to
catch a ball in P.E. while
doing chair aerobics,
learning how to make a cup
of tea, watching Maths
videos and reading about
“The Firework-makers
Daughter”.
We have enjoyed all these
lessons but the most fun we have had was making 5
minute chocolate cake in the microwave and then
getting to eat it.
Katie: It has been good to see my friends at school.
Tino: I have enjoyed my English lessons and I like the
book we are reading “ The Firework-Makers Daughter”

Bradley: I have
enjoyed running
around the track
and improving my
fitness.
Parvir: The best
thing I have done
since coming back
to school is
continuing to work
hard in lessons and
I hope to get good exam results.
Karenveer: Mum has said Karanveer is working hard on
the work sent home and staying safe.
Alex: She is at home with Mum staying safe she said to
say hello to all in Palm and she misses them and she
enjoyed seeing Mrs Blair on the doorstep visit last week.
Daniel: Daniel has helped his dad put up some solar
lights in the garden and has sent in the pictures for the
class to see.
Patryk: Patryk has shown us his life skills at home making a
cup of tea and a 5 minute
chocolate cake.

Willow Class News
In Willow class this week we have been learning to tell the
time in maths. We have practiced with our own clocks and
even completed time challenges. We have played ‘What’s
the time Mr Wolf?’ and we have played time games on the
computer. We have enjoyed being able to beat our high
score.
Robin: We have been learning O'clock and half past. I am
very good at it.
Ruby: I am trying to learn how to tell quarter past. It is tricky
but it is fun. I like playing the clock game on the board.
Courtney: I like playing ‘What's the time Mr Wolf?’
Hannah: I put the time on the clock what Miss Jones said. I like when I get it right.
Kajetan: I know half past is 6.
Max: I know where the numbers go on the clock and can put them in on my own.
Tristan: I know O’clock, Half past and I am starting to know quarter past but I find it hard to
do quarter to. I like playing our game and beating our high score every day!

Pine Class News
Pine class have been very busy this week working on lots of different
projects.
Gabriel: I have been doing lots of research into ecosystems. In our class
we have an ecosystem set up with ants called ‘Camponotus
Nicobarensis’ and we are observing how they live and work together.
They are still in the tube at the moment but will start coming out soon.
Ewan: In form time I have been reading ‘short reads non-fiction’ and this
week I am reading ‘Guide To Owls’. I have learnt that owls can be
really hard to locate because they are nocturnal, this means they only
come out at night. They have sharp beaks and talons for ripping their
prey such as small rodents. There are owl watching communities all
over the world.
Daniela: I have been learning about position and direction to help
me with telling the time. I couldn’t remember what clockwise and
anti-clockwise meant but now I do because I have been playing with the Bee-Bot and
learning about direction. The Bee-Bot mat was too small so I have designed my own.
Isaiah: I am working from home and I have a good routine now. I am practicing my signing
and doing my writing.
Ashlee: I am working from home and I am enjoying working on ‘Purple Mash’ and ‘Prodigy’
and improving my maths skills.
Jamie: I am working from home doing my school work. I find it strange being at home but I
like being able to talk with my family when I want to.
Irfanul: I have been working from home and I like working on ‘Purple Mash’.

Miss Breare Update
Elm Class have taken to Remote Learning like ducks to
water! Miss Breare has been amazed by the amount of
hard work and wonderful learning happening with our
families. Lucas held his own Forest School Session
(teaching the adults all the safety rules he has learnt at
school), Naomi has been working hard with all her work
pack tasks and particularly loved the Purple Mash tasks!
Harry has written a wonderful character study, as well as
getting full marks on his spellings and probes. Jake has
been working hard with his maths skills and completed a
mixed operation Spring Code Breaker Challenge.
We have been having two Zoom Sessions a week where we get to show off what we have
been doing and catch up with our friends… Miss B even made us do a sneaky spelling test
but we all smashed it! This week, Jake showed us the tricky maths work he has been doing. He
has been + and - HTU. He said it was a little bit tricky (Miss Breare said she was happy it wasn't
too easy!).
Ashantey's mic wasn't working but she held up something and we had to use our detective
skills to work out what is was (videos don't flash up for everyone unless someone is speaking)
so Miss Breare used some words to describe it and we had to guess. Lucas worked out it was
a blue badge, Naomi worked out it had a picture of a mask and Harry worked out that the big X meant no mask. A
different kind of show and tell but definitely just as interesting!
Naomi showed off her number bonds to 20 work, and when we put her on the spot she
knew some from memory!
Lucas showed us some of his life skills homework where he talked about recycling, washing
and doing the gardening, He said he wanted to “toast a marshmallow like at Forest
School!”
Harry didn't want to show any of his work as Miss Breare had it on emails, he told us all about
his upcoming birthday instead. He is very excited. Lucas asked some wonderful questions
about how old he was (then worked out Harry was born in 2009). We all had to guess who
was the oldest but Lucas worked it out quickest. Harry has asked for a train track, which
Lucas was interested in too.
Kaschan told us about seeing his dad and the video games (WWE, games on the tablet) he
has been playing with his family. He and Harry talked about Roblox, and Lucas told us
about Fortnite. Kaschan and Harry showed lovely manners to the parents who were helping
with the Zoom Call. Miss B is very proud of our resilience and effort
during these past two weeks and loves seeing our work too.

Walnut News
Most of Walnut class have returned to school to the Walnut bubble.
Sanah: I think it’s fun to be back at school and stay in our bubble. I like
what we are doing in English this term. It’s a new book about mess.
Malachi: I like doing P.E. we did exercises and stretching.
Oskar: It feels quite normal at school because I am in my form class with
my teacher. I like doing the maths in class, I am working my way through
lots of multiplying and dividing.
Amy: I like being based in one classroom because there is no moving
around,
Kyle: I don’t miss anything from the way school used to be apart having a
half day on Friday because I miss one of my favourite lessons, but Miss said
she’d try to fit it in another time.
Mya: I’m glad I’m back at school, it was busy at home. It was good to see
my friends.
Amy: I like being in Walnut class. I prefer it to Primary. I have lots of laughs with my class.
Quentin, Alexis and Mayson are working very hard at home with
work packs and online work. We will
be seeing them through zoom soon.

Grange Values
At Grange Academy all staff and pupils celebrate the main
Grange Values of Belong, Believe and Achieve. Each
fortnight the whole school will focus on one of the values
under these headings. This term we will be exploring all of the
values that help us to feel that we Believe in the school
community.
The value for w/c 25th January 2021 is Resilience
Gabriel (Pine Class) has shown lots of resilience when he has
been working on time in maths, counting how many minutes
in an hour.
All of Elm class bubble have shown resilience by adapting to
all the changes at school including new children in their
class, new routines and different adults. They have all been
working hard. Miss Poulter, Mrs Horner and Mrs Didlick are
very proud of them all!
All Grange staff – who have continued to support all pupils
and their learning through this difficult time. For persevering
with additional demands of online learning. In true Grange
style—being positive and a great team! Miss Assink
Mrs Morris is very proud of all the staff, students and families
for showing resilience both at home and school. Staff and
students have persevered with the testing even though it is
not very nice. Students have adapted to the new timetables
and different ways of working both at home and school and
parents have persevered with IT issues and many have
successfully managed to download and use ZOOM, TEAMS
and Evidence Me! A massive congratulations to you all!

UNICEF: Rights Respecting Schools
Gold School
Article of the Week

Please talk to your children about the
articles each week.
Article 15
You have the right to choose your own
friends and join or set up groups, as long
as it isn't harmful to others.

Each week a pupil at Grange
Academy will give us their thoughts and
comments on the Article of the Week.
Ben (Sycamore)
Friends help you to have fun. During
Covid friends are more important
because we all need to talk to
someone.

Food Tech Challenge
Food Tech Challenge will be returning
to you soon. Watch this space with
exciting new videos with some
upcoming staff with hidden acting
talents.

Sign of the Week
Grange Academy have introduced a British Sign Language sign of the
week. Please practice this with your children.
You will find this information on our website www.grange.beds.sch.uk
You will find this information on the school website. Each week there will
be a new link for the sign and a image and video on who to sign it.
The sign for week w/c 25th January 2021 is: weekend
https://www.signbsl.com/sign/weekend
Instructions: Form the letter ‘w’ hand shape, both hands meet together in a fist shape

Upcoming Dates
25th

January is the start of National Storytelling Week for
Grange Academy
In February we will also be celebrating LGBT History Month,
National Apprenticeship Week 2021 and Chinese New
Year
1st February is Children's Mental Health Week and we will
be doing The Great Number Challenge!

8th February is Safer Internet Day

Grange Diary Dates
February Half Term—15th—19th February 2021
Pupils return to school—Monday 22nd January 2021

